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The benefits of server virtualization (which allow organizations to partition physical servers into smaller virtual 
servers) have long been realized by organizations worldwide. Server virtualization helps accelerate the time to 
market of new services and improve compute efficiency while reducing the operational complexity associated 
with managing servers. Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) extends the benefits of virtualization from the data 
center to end-user devices and provides organizations with a way to centralize management, reduce costs, and 
maximize desktop availability. VDI essentially moves the compute, memory and storage from end-user devices 
to the data center. However, many users may not be a good fit for classic VDI as they may require applications to 
work locally and not inside the data center. These end users may still need the flexibility to move between 
devices and the ability to receive non-disruptive OS and application updates and disaster recovery capabilities. 
Moreover, many of these users may also demand the ability to customize their desktop experience.

Supporting these end users can prove difficult and time consuming for IT organizations. Provisioning, patching 
and maintaining images on physical endpoints is cumbersome. But VDI may not necessarily fit the bill either. 
Here VMware Mirage™ can help organizations with a centralized approach to image management that allows 
end users to enjoy a customized, high-performance experience on their local devices.

VMware Mirage 
VMware Mirage is specifically built from the ground up to deliver agile, flexible and efficient centralized 
desktop management for local execution. Mirage provides image management for physical desktops. Image 
management includes dynamic layering and full system recovery capabilities, which enable IT departments to 
quickly and cost-effectively deliver, manage, and protect updates to operating systems and applications on 
endpoints at scale. Designed for distributed environments, Mirage requires little to no infrastructure at branch 
sites, which helps drive down capital expenditures. 

When it comes to Mirage deployments, it is important to carefully consider what infrastructure will be used. 
Backend storage consideration, for example, is one area to spend some time on in advance. This is because 
Mirage requires storage volumes to store base layers, application layers, hardware drivers and endpoint 
backups. And proper storage planning will ensure that you have both sufficient capacity and IOPs to support 
your end users. 

What’s more-as the number of end users increases in Mirage-managed environments, the storage infrastructure 
assumes an increasingly critical role in delivering performance and efficiency. Failure to choose the right storage 
solution can limit your ability to get the most out of your Mirage deployment. End-user environments require 
concurrent I/O operations, which can strain the setup, causing user frustration with performance. The Hitachi 
NAS Platform (HNAS) with Hitachi Unified Storage (HUS) offers a high-performance, scalable and efficient 
storage platform that enables IT teams to deploy Mirage with confidence. With Hitachi NAS, IT doesn’t need to 
worry about I/O storms, scale or resource overprovisioning.

VMware Mirage with Hitachi NAS Platform solutions delivers –

• Flexibility for End Users: End users can seamlessly work locally and offline

• Resilient Data Management: Centralized management of end-user data, application, OS and profiles, making 
it easier to meet compliance and security requirements.

• Efficient IT: Lower total cost of ownership because of lower operational costs. 

• Enhanced Productivity: Seamless OS and applications updates without disrupting end-user access. 
Centralized management frees IT personnel to focus on other aspects of business support.

• Agility: Support business growth without performance or capacity bottlenecks.
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VMware Mirage deployments can be broadly divided into the following two stages. Each stage has different 
requirements; however, the role of scale-right storage arrays is equally important across both stages:

1. Day Zero (Configuration & Deployment)

2. Day One (Steady-State or Business-as-Usual)

Day Zero:
Mirage endpoints are centralized to view the endpoint in the management console. This centralization process 
involves creating and associating a centralized virtual desktop (CVD) on the Mirage server for the administrator 
so they can manage the device data. During the desktop centralization stage, Mirage de-duplicates the data 
that is being centralized from PCs, and writes this to backend storage. For bigger environments, lead time to 
centralize the end-user infrastructure is a key factor in determining the success of the project. Centralization can 
be a write-intensive operation as large amounts of unique and shared data is transferred from Mirage- managed 
endpoints to Mirage servers and eventually to storage systems. Hitachi NAS platform and Hitachi Unified 
Storage support sustained write intensive workloads. Hitachi storage solutions play a key role in minimizing the 
time to centralize desktops and as a result ensure that end-user run-time is not disrupted. At scale for several 
thousands of desktops, centralization time with this solution is often as short as 12 hours, allowing you to walk 
out at the end of the day and walk in the next morning to find all of your endpoints centralized.

In lab tests conducted jointly by Hitachi Data Systems and VMware, 1,000 virtual desktops were centralized in 
less than 10 hours. 

Day One:
Mirage’s unique workload and data lifecycle management mechanism can generate sustained write-heavy 
random I/O operations. Such I/O operations require high-performance, scalable storage to deliver sustained 
throughput and support growing headcount. Hitachi NAS with HUS storage arrays deliver high throughput in 
excess of 1.5 GB/s for Mirage environments to drive up efficiency and manageability. 

The key benefits of Hitachi NAS and HUS architecture for VMware Mirage:

1. Sustainable High Performance: Hitachi NAS with HUS storage arrays deliver high performance for sustained 
write-intensive I/O operations, removing the bottleneck in average storage arrays. As per lab tests conducted 
for 1,000 desktops, the HNAS with HUS configuration delivered throughput of 1.5 GB/s.

2. Efficient Storage Management: Hitachi NAS Platform uses superflush to write data more efficiently to 
backend HUS storage arrays. Superflush capability coalesces the number of random I/Os to a sequential 
I/O stream, thus resulting in less CPU utilization on the backend storage, freeing resources for other 
workloads. Hitachi NAS is able to flush random writes into a single stripe across the file system, resulting in 
lower resource utilization on the backend block storage array. Bigger I/O sizes result in better throughput to 
support a growing number of users on Mirage deployments. Superflush results into efficient operations by 
allowing for smaller write-back cache capacity. 

 Lab test results showed that the average file systems IOPs per Hitachi NAS node was 3,040 whereas the 
average IOPs at backend HUS storage was just a fraction, 226 IOPs due to Hitachi NAS Superflush. 

3. Scalability to Support Business Growth: The Hitachi NAS platform scales up to 8 nodes in a single cluster. 
This allows businesses to meet dynamic demands with Hitachi reliability. Hitachi NAS cluster’s modular 
architecture lets customers start small and then add nodes as their environment grows. The benefits of 
modular architecture are further validated by linear scalability demonstrated by the Hitachi NAS cluster- 
enabling customers to purchase just enough performance and capacity and incrementally add more as their 
business demands grow.

 In addition to scale-out, the Hitachi NAS cluster can scale up to eliminate “node-sprawl” resulting in 
reduced storage overhead. Node sprawl results from adding new nodes before existing node resources 
are fully utilized. 
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4. Automated Backup and Restoration: Hitachi delivers centralized storage resources that simplify data 
protection and VM creation while meeting critical storage efficiency and performance objectives. The 
Hitachi NAS Virtual Infrastructure Integrator provides administrators with the ability to deliver scalable data 
protection and management services from their VMware vSphere® console. With the integrator, customers 
can simplify data management with managed backup, recovery and cloning of virtual machines and storage. 

5. Non-Disruptive Migration: Hitachi NAS Universal Migrator allows organizations to non-disruptively virtualize 
and migrate data from legacy or third party NAS platforms to HNAS. Administrators can quickly virtualize, 
migrate and consolidate data from non-Hitachi systems to HNAS, without impacting normal business 
operations. Services and connectivity continue operating as usual during the migration activity. 

S . NO. MIRAGE REQUIREMENT HITACHI NAS WITH HUS BENEFITS

1 Faster desktop centralization HNAS SuperFlush reduces the backend I/O to HUS, leading to 
faster centralization of endpoints

2 High throughput Provides high throughput to deliver unprecedented parallelism, 
even during I/O storms

3 Scalability to add large number of users Scalable to 8-node cluster to serve larger deployments

4 Efficient storage for favorable ROI HNAS SuperFlush coalesces randon I/Os to create large blocks 
of data, freeing resources for other workloads

Summary
Mirage provides next-generation image management for physical desktops. But in order to get the most out 
of your Mirage deployment, it’s important to ensure that you have the right infrastructure to help optimize the 
configuration/ set up of your endpoints and the day-to-day operations of your environment. As an example, a 
large telecommunications software company that VMware and Hitachi worked with decided to replace existing 
storage arrays with Hitachi NAS platform cluster (HNAS) to support its Mirage deployment to manage its rapidly 
growing mobile workforce. Hitachi and VMware enabled this company to deliver flexibility and mobility to its 
employees without worrying about performance challenges, future scalability or migration costs.

Hitachi NAS Platform with Hitachi Unified Storage ensures that you can cost-effectively centralize your end 
points using VMware Mirage, streamline day to day management and deliver the performance end users need 
even as your business grows.
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